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VOCABULARY.

Task1. 

Fill in: wiped out, underweight, shrink, prolong, estimate, opportunity, discount, additives, 
renovated, conserve

1. I had the_______________to go to Paris and study.

2. Her fortune was recently____________at £37 million.

3. Consumers are becoming more aware of the dangers of__________in foods.

4. She had an eating disorder and was severely______________ .

5. The holiday was so much fun that we decided to______________ our stay.

6. The couple _____________. their old house and put it up for sale.

7. We must all do our part to help _____________energy.

8. Entire tiger populations have been______________by hunters.

9. Some clothes will______________if you wash them in very hot water.

10. The shop was offering a small ________________on certain cosmetic product.

Task 2. 

Chose the correct word.

1) India is a densely crowded/populated country.
2) They reached/arrived the top of the mountain at noon. 



3) Johnny Depp has a reputation/fame for being easy to work with.
4) A balanced diet helps to check/test our weight. 
5) Mark is the kind of person who always achieves/succeeds his goals.
6) Sophie has kept/held in touch with me even though she now lives in Toronto.  
7) Microsoft is a chief/leading IT company.
8) Exercise plays an important job/role in keeping fit and healthy.
9) There is a small risk/threat of brain damage from the medical procedure.
10) She battled/ won cancer for many years.

. A manages C acquires
GRAMMAR

Task 1. Write the correct verb form.

1. You’re really late! I ____________ (wait) for you for over an hour!
2. If he ___________ (go out) earlier, he wouldn’t have missed his bus.
3. When Helen got to the station, the train __________ (leave).
4. How long ________________ (know) about this?
5. Someone’s left the front door open; I ____________(close) it immediately.
6. I’m afraid I don’t have time to chat. I_______________(leave) in a few minutes.
7. Tim was jogging in the park when he _____________(hear) someone calling for help.
8. Tonya ____________ (never/ be) to an Indian restaurant before, and she really enjoying it.
9. If I knew the answer, I  _________(tell) you.
10. They heard someone screaming in the next room and ___________ (rush) in to see what was 

wrong.

Task 2. Join the sentences. Use relatives.

1)  Mark Jacobs is the author. His book became a best seller.
________________________________________________

2) Linda is very keen on computers. She is studying to be a graphic designer.
_________________________________________________

3) York is a city. It is in the north of England.
________________________________________________

4) This is the piano. He bought it at an auction.
_________________________________________________

5) I work in a hospital. It is near the city center. 
_________________________________________________

Task 3. Rewrite into the reported speech.

1) Не said, "I like this song."
Не said__________________________________

2)  "Where is уоur sister?" she asked me.
She asked mе_______________________________

3) "I don't speak Italian," she said.
She said__________________________________

4) Don't play on the grass, boys," she said
She told the boys____________________________

5) Does she know Robert?" he wanted to know
Hе wanted to know_________________________

 

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY



Complete each of the sentences with a word formed from the word in bold.

READING

Read the text. For each question, choose and circle the correct answer.

То Become Wealthy
As a kid, I always wanted to become wealthy. I knew if I could achieve this, I would be able to consider
myself successful. At the time, I had no worries and felt my happiness would be based on whether I could
fulfill all my needs and wants. My simple philosophy of that time was if I was rich, I would definitely be
content with my life.
My father always stressed his belief that happiness includes much more than money. I can remember him
lecturing me about how money does not make an individual happy; other things in life such as: health,
family, friends, and memorable experiences make a person genuinely happy. At this time in my life, I took
what my dad said for granted and did not give any thought to his words. All I could see was the great life
my cousins had because they had everything a kid ever dreamed of.
At a young age, I noticed society was extremely materialistic. The media seemed to portray the wealthy as
happy people who add value to our society. My opinions did not change; in high school I still sought a
career that would eventually yield a high salary. I still felt that the possibility of living life from paycheck
to paycheck would automatically translate into my unhappiness. However, things changed when I decided
to take an internship in the accounting department for the summer after my second year of college.
Starting the first day on the job in the accounting department, I found myself extremely bored. I was forced
to do monotonous work, such as audit eight thousand travel and expense reports for a potential duplicate.
In addition, I had to relocate away from friends and family in order to accept the position. I was earning the
money I always wanted; however, I noticed that having money to spend when you are by yourself was not
satisfying.
I began to think back to what my dad always said. After a few months in the job, I truly realized that
money does not bring happiness. A more satisfying experience for me would have been doing an ordinary



summer job for far less money. For me to understand that concept, it took an experience as painful as this
one. I often contemplated how much money it would take me to do this as my everyday job. I concluded,
whatever the salary for this position I would never be capable of fulfilling a happy life and making a career
out of this job.
As I looked forward to the summer to draw to a close, I truly comprehended the meaning of my dad’s
words. Contrary to my prior beliefs, I firmly believe through experience that money cannot make a person
happy. The term ‘wealth’ is a broad term, and I believe the key to happiness is to become wealthy in great
memories, friends, family, and health. This I believe.

1) It became obvious to the narrator that he
A)  needed to think of another career.
B)  would like to work only in summer.
C)  would like to have a higher position.
D)  preferred ordinary non-professional work.

2) In his childhood the narrator’s idea of happiness was to
A)  get what he wanted.
B)  live an interesting life.
C)  be an influential person.
D)  make other people happy.

3) The narrator heard what his father used to say, but did not
A)  believe him.
B)  agree with him.
C)  understand him.
D)  think over his words.

4) From his early childhood till he finished school the narrator was convinced that
A)  society was extremely unfair.
B)  media added value to society.
C)  money was the only thing that ensured happiness.
D)  the wealthy could not spend money properly.

5) After the second year in the college the narrator decided to
A)  start to work.
B)  quit his studies.
C)  change the college.
D)  take a summer course.

6) The narrator’s internship proved that
A)  it was not a money-making job.
B)  he had chosen the wrong job.
C)  he could not cope with professional tasks.
D)  he had to get rid of his family and friends to keep the position.

7) The summer for the narrator was
A)  monotonous and lonely.
B)  dragged out and boring.
C)  dynamic and satisfying.
D)  difficult but inspirational.


